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This Agreement made by and between the County of Fulton and the Fulton County Sheriff,
(hereinafter referred to as the "Employer" or the "County"), and the Fulton County Deputy Sheriffs'
Police Benevolent Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association" or "F.C.D.S.P.B.A. "), a
labor organization under the existing laws of the State of New York.
:1
d PREAMBLE
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The general purpose of this Agreement is to set forth terms and conditions of employment
and to promote orderly and peaceful relations for the mutual interest of the County of Fulton, in its
capacity as an Employer, the employees, the Association and the people of the County of Fulton, in
accord with the intent of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act of 1967.
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To these ends, the Employer and the Association encourage to the fullest degree, friendly
and cooperative relations between their respective representatives at all levels and among all
employees.
~
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The Employer and the Association agree that all terms and conditions of this Agreement shall
be applied without regard to race, religion, national origin, sex or age, and any other enumerated
categories protected by law.
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SECTION 1. The Employer recognizes F.C.D.S.P.B.A. as the sole and exclusive representative for
all the employees in the unit described in Article II for the purpose of collective bargaining in respect
to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, and other terms and conditions of employment. The
Employer shall furnish members of the bargaining unit with copies of this Agreement.
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SECTION 2. F.C.D.S.P .B.A. shall have the exclusive payroll deductions of membership dues and
insurance premiums for employees and no other employee organization shall be accorded any such
payroll deduction privilege throughout the unchallenged representation period. The Employer shall
deduct from the wages of those employees who sign such authorization permitting such payroll
deduction.
i SECTION 3. The Employer agrees to deduct from the wages of all non-F.C.D.S.P.B.A. members
within the bargaining unit an agency shop fee in the amount of dues levied by F.C.D.S.P.B.A. Such
sums shall be transmitted to F.C.D.S.P.B.A., Box 611, Northville, New York 12134. The Employer
shall not be liable to any employee for any deduction made pursuant to this Section and
F.C.D.S.P.B.A. agrees to save and hold the Employer harmless, including legal fees and other
reasonable and necessary expenses, against any claim whatsoever arising out of the deduction and
transmittal of the agency shop fee. The Employer agrees to cooperate with F.C.D.S.P.B.A. in its
compliance with the advance reduction/refund requirements of applicable law by furnishing
F.C.D.S.P.B.A. with the names and addresses of agency shop fee payers and assisting
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F.C.D.S.P.B.A. in locating agency shop fee payers in the event F.C.D.S.P.B.A. is unable to locate
them.
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SECTION 4. The F.C.D.S.P.B.A. affirms that it will not institute a strike against the Employer, will
not assist or participate in any strike and it will not impose an obligation upon its members to
conduct, assist, or participate in such a strike. Should any of the preceding occur, including any form
of "job action," the F.C.D.S.P.B.A. and its officers will publicly instruct its members to carry out the
terms of the Agreement and to perform their duties in the usual manner.
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ARTICLE II
Collective Bargaining Unit
,i:j;j
The Bargaining Unit shall consist of employees of the Fulton County Sheriff s Office in the
titles set forth in Appendix "A", excluding all others. . The inclusion or exclusion of any position or
title created during the term of this Agreement shall be subject to negotiations with
theF.C.D.S.P.B.A. If the parties cannot agree upon such inclusion or exclusion, either party may
petition the New York State Public Employment' Relations Board for an appropriate unit
determination.
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ARTICLE III
-Compensation
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SECTION 1.
.
The wage schedule for the term of this Agreement is attached and made a part of this
Agreement as Appendix" A" .
rr!
A. The wage schedule set forth in Appendix A shall reflect the following increases: :[0J
Effective and Retroactive to July 1, 1998
'
2%, plus $500.00 I'.~\\l'.'''\1\:~~
Effective and Retroactive to January 1, 1999 2%, plus $750.00
Effective January 1, 2000 2%, plus $750.00
I,";!
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Effective January 1, 2001 2%, plus $750.00 "I~~';Ii',~'~,
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Effective January 1, 2002 2%, plus $1,000.00 r;:.)
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Employees on the payroll on December 13, 1999, or employees who have retired with a
pension between July 1, 1998 and December 13, 1999, shall be entitled to receive retroactive pay, so
long as said payment is not less than $25.00. ,~fJ
B. The starting rate for each job title will be adjusted to reflect 85% of the one year rate. ! ,i".j
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1. Employees with one or more years of service within ajob title shall receive the
one year rate specified in Appendix A.
n..,~
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2. Employees with less than one year of service within a job title shall be paid the
starting rate specified in Appendix A.
3. An employee who is hired after already having satisfactorily completed state
mandated training may be hired at the one year rate, in the discretion of the
Sheriff, or may be moved to the one year rate, prior to completing the first year
of employment, in the discretion of the Sheriff.
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1. Full time employees with one or more years of service will receive longevity
compensation at the rate of $50.00 per year of service, calculated from the first
anniversary date of employment. Such compensation will not exceed a
maximum of$I,250.00.~j
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2. Longevity compensation shall be adjusted twice a year:
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Anniversary Date: Jan. 18tto June 30th - January
Anniversary Date: July 1st to Dec. 31st - July
tJ
Except for beginning employees who will receive their first year longevity pay
at the anniversary date of employment.
E. All employees shall be paid on the basis of 26 pay periods.
I',§:~;.,. F. All employees shall be paid in accordance with a one (1) week lag payroll.
..
'.; SECTION 2. Uniform Allowance
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Employees of the bargaining unit shall receive uniforms as follows:
~:~}
tJ A. All uniforms and equipment issued by the County shall be the property of the County.
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ill B. All members shall sign for all uniforms and equipment that are issued by the County.
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C. Upon separation from employment, each member shall return all uniforms and
equipment issued.
.:j
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D. Official uniforms and equipment shall be worn on duty at all times in accordance with
department rules and regulations.
":\1 3
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E. Uniform orders shall be taken two times per year: February and August of each year
of the contract.
F. Any items listed below that are issued to a member and are damaged while perfonning
official duties shall be replaced at no cost to the member or the uniform allowance.
"
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G. All uniformed employees of the bargaining unit shall be entitled to an annual
allowance of $300 for the purchase of uniforms. \::1!
H. All new hirees shall receive uniform allowance as follows: , . i.
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$600 in each of-the first two years of employment.
..- 1. All nonuniformed employees of the bargaining unit shall receive a $300 annual
vouchered clothing allowance. All vouchers shall be submitted from the merchant to
the department head or his/her designee for his approval prior to submission for final
payment by the Board of Supervisors.
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J. The Employer agrees to provide:
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raincoats
rubbers
ballistic vests
rubber boots
hat covers
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SECTION 3. Miscellaneous Compensation
F:~::,;
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A. Mileage Allowance ~~'@
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An allowance identical with the Internal Revenue Service reimbursement rate, with a
maximum of $.24 per mile, shall be granted to those employees for use of their
personal car when on County business.
I. :
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B. All employees shall receive a guaranteed four (4) hours pay for "emergency" call-ins
which will commence from the actual time of such call. Effective January 1, 2000,
employees who are called back to testify in court shall be paid a minimum of two (2)
hours call back pay.
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C. PremiumPay i};~j
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Premium pay for employees working the second and third shifts shall be $.50 per hour.
Shift differential shall only be paid for actual hours worked. Employees on vacation,
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sick leave, personal leave, etc., shall not receive shift differential.
D. Meal Allowance
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1. The County shall provide a $5.00 meal allowance when employees work in
excess of eleven (11) continuous hours in any twenty-four (24) hour period,
indicating three (3) hours of overtime.
2. The meal allowance specified herein shall be paid to law enforcement personnel.
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E. Sheriffs Department
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SECTION 1.
1. All court appearances, Grand Jury, Supreme Court, County Court, all courts of
special sessions, all pretrial examinations and conferences, all motor vehicle
hearings, all approved schools and training programs, all staff meetings and
conferences upon approval of the Board shall be consi~ered part of the normal
duty tour with full pay and allowances, providing that it is for County business.
In the event any of the above are outside the County of Fulton, transportation,
food and lodging shall be provided at County expense
2. Emergency duty outside 'of Fulton County shall be compensated at time and a
half in excess of eight hours per day upon approval of the Sheriff.
Transportation, food and lodging shall be provided at County expense.
Out-Of-Title Work
When a worker in the Sheriffs Department is assigned the duties ordinarily done by a
person in a higher job classification, said worker will receive the pay due that title for
time worked in the following manner:
1. One or more years of service: The one-year rate.
2. Less than one year of service: The starting rate.
ARTICLE IV
Workdav, Workweek, Overtime
:::;'1
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A. Shifts for all employees in the bargaining unit shall commence within the following
time periods, except in an emergency or when there is a specific need, in which case
the starting times may vary:
'''i1
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1st shift
2nd shift
3rd shift
5:00 A.M. - 9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.
C. Between the hours of midnight and 5:00 A.M., there shall be two-person patrol cars,
unless the Sheriff dispatches more than one patrol car, in which case there shall be
one-person patrols. When there are less than three one-person patrols, there shall be an
available certified officer in the office.
fn
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D. An employee's shift assignment should not be changed without one week's prior notice
and reasons for such change. Employees shall maintain their current work schedules.
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E. Workperiod: The work period in the Sheriffs Department shall be 28 days. The
majority of all employees on each shift sh~l'decide on the appropriate work period.
Employees who work a six on, three off work period shall be entitled to earn overtime
after eight hours in a workday, and after 171 hours in the 28 day work period.
Employees who work a five on, two off schedule, or a four on, two off schedule, shall
be entitled to earn overtime after eight hours in a work day, and for all work performed
beyond the employee's normally scheduled work week.
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F. Employees who work a sequence of six (6) on/three (3) off or four (4) on/two (2) off
shall be required to report to work five (5) minutes prior to the start of their shift
resulting in a workday of 8 hours and 5.minutes. The parties agree that in lieu of the
additional five minutes of pay, the County shall waive the make-up days required by
the work schedule. (NOTE: A 6 on/3 off and 4 on/2 off sequence requires 17 to 18
days of an employee's earned time to complete 26 bi-weekly 80-hour payrolls.
Administration needs to periodically plug in holiday time and personal leave time to
give each employee on these sequences a full 80-hour paycheck each pay period.)
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SECTION 2. OvertimePay 1"~(J
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A. Except as provided above, all employees shall receive time and one-half for overtime
in excess of eight (8) hours within a twenty-four (24) hour period, unless employees
voluntarily elect to work an additional shift within the twenty-four (24) hour period. i{]
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B. Employees may elect to receive compensatory time off in lieu of overtime with the
consent of the departmental head involved. No employee shall receive overtime hours
without the express consent of the department head. PaYment to be made in next pay
period after which it is earned.
. ki}
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C. Employees may accumulate a maximum of 150 hours compensatory time (earned at
time and one-half, i.e., 100 hours of overtime equal 150 hours compensatory time).
,I:.'::i..), II Il_.
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D. Investigators shall be granted four hours of compensatory time each week the
investigator has call responsibility.
~
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SECTION 3. An employee who has begun to work his/her regularly scheduled workday shall not
be required to split the workday to avoid the payment of overtime.
~,~
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SECTION 4. Shift Assignment and Vacancies
;'\\
Requests for shift assignments shall be submitted to the Sheriff on an annual basis on or
about November 15th of each year for the following year. In making such shift assignments,
the employee's seniority shall be a factor to be considered. Once made, the employee shall
retain the assignment for the forthcoming year, except in an emergency, where the
employee's shift may be changed with one weeks' notice.
.,.,
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Vacancy appointments shall be filled in conformity with the Civil Service Law.
SECTION 5.
Sl
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The County shall post work schedules at a reasonable amount of time in advance.
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ARTICLE V
Holidav Pay
~~~
L~
All full-time employees shall be paid for the following twelve (12) legal holidays:
~
~~~
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New Year's Day
M. L. King Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
:,.\'
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A. For an employee who has Saturday and Sunday scheduled as regular days off, the
holiday will be ob~erved as follows:
n\",
~~1
1. If the holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be observed as the
holiday.
:...,!
sJ 2. If the holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday will be observed as the
holiday.
~J B. Regular part-time employees, when excused from work on a holiday from a formally
:'}
7
scheduled tour of duty, will be paid a holiday allowance on the basis of the average
hours worked per day.
C. Employees working six (6) on/three (3) off, or four (4) on/two (2) off, shall have their
holidays used by administration to fill in any time needed to complete an 80-hour pay
period.
r~~~.:~
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Employees working five (5) on/two (2) off who have permanently designated days off,
shall be allowed to take substitute holidays within a reasonable timeframe with
permission from the Department Head.
tJ11
D. Employees who work on New Year's Day, July 4th and Christmas shall be paid time
and one-half for hours worked on the legally observed holiday.
f:);.:';
ARTICLE VI
Vacation, Sick Leave and Other Leave Regulations
f.(:~i,
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SECTION 1. Vacation
~",?1F\.\.{
{il~
A. All employees shall be entitled to vacation with pay based on their years of service and
employment as follows:
'1:'::.~'::
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1. Service of more than one year but less than ten years -one day per month.
~.:.:.:.::\
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2. Effective January 1, 2000:
1;:~t1
Service of more than five (5) years
but less than ten (10) years 1~ days per month \~~:~!.~~,Wt,..,~
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2. Service of more than ten years but less than fifteen years -one and one-half days
per month. j..l
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3. Service or more than fifteen years -two days per month.
B. Employees will be permitted to take their accumulated vacation at any time with
permission from their department head. Employees may request vacation in advance.
Once approved, an employee's vacation may not be displaced by a more senior
employee within thirty (30) days of the approved vacation. Employees shall be
required to take at least one week of vacation in a block of either four (4), five (5) or
six (6) days, depending upon the schedule of the individual employee.
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C. Vacations may be accumulated from year to year to a maximum of one year's
entitlement plus six (6) days.
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D. Employees shall bid for vacation by seniority on or about November 15th of each
year of the contract for the upcoming year. The number of employees at anyone
time who shall be permitted vacation shall be determined by the Sheriff or designee
by title or assignment. A form shall be supplied each November and bid by seniority.
Employees who fail to complete the form will be assigned vacation by the Sheriff or
designee.
E. The County shall allocate, effective January 1, 2000, Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000.00) to be used in each year of the contract for vacation buy back. Any
monies not used shall not be carried over to a subsequent year. When two employees
apply for vacation sell back on the same day and there are insufficient funds to satisfy
each request, the most senior employee's request shall be honored first. Employees
may sell back to the County up to 40 hours of earned vacation in each year of the
contract with the approval of the Department Head, which approval shall not
unreasonably be denied, subject to the limitations specified above. Employees must
make such request by September 15th. The Department Head must respond within
ten (10) working days. If approved, such payment shall be made by the first payroll
in December. If, during the course of the year, an employee has reached his/her
maximum vacation, the employee can request vacation sell-back at that time. If
approved by the Department Head, payment shall be made within three (3) payroll
periods. Employees may not sell back more than forty (40) hours of vacation in any
calendar year.
F. Upon termination of employment, an employee shall receive payment for any unused
vacation days.
SECTION 2. Sick Leave
Absence of a full-time employee, by reason of sickness or disability, shall be allowed as
follows:
A. A full-time employee may be granted sick leave for an absence due to sickness or
disability at the rate of one day for each successive month of service, which sick
leave may be accumulated up to a maximum of 165 days.
B. Sick leave shall mean absence for an illness which prohibits an employee from
performing his/her normal duties and is sufficient to confine the employee to home,
except for doctor appointments and necessary visits to a pharmacy for the purpose of
filling prescriptions. Sick leave may be used by an employee for regularly scheduled
doctor and dental appointments.
C. Upon becoming sick 'or disabled, an employee shall be granted his/her accumulated,
9
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unused sick leave with pay, for the period of disability.
D. When requesting sick leave, the employee shall notify his/her department head or
designee at least two hours prior to the commencement of the employee's workday.
Failure to do so within that time (unless for reasons satisfactory to the department
head) will be considered as time off without pay. E~~I:. ,.\
E. Sick leave accumulation shall be canceled upon the termination of employment,
except in the event of retirement under Retirement Plan 75-i when any unused sick
leave will be applied to provide increased retirement benefits in accordance with
State regulations.
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F. An employee isolated or quarantined shall be considered absent because of sickness
and shall be granted sick leave with pay during such isolation or quarantine to the
extent of his accumulated sick leave time.
[f~
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G. The department head may require a physician's certificate for any absence of more
than two days. Where the illness or disability is of long duration, a physician's
certificate will be required for each 30 calendar days of continued absence. In any
case, the employee may be required by the department head to undergo an
examination by a physician to "determine if the illness is bona fide. Effective January
1, 1996, an employee may be required to submit a doctor's certificate after five (5)
days of undocumented sick leave in a year.
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H. Injury: Employees incurring injury or illness in the performance of their duties shall
be granted the provisions of Section 207c of the General Municipal Law. f!1
I. Sick leave, with pay, will be granted for absence due to illness in the employee's
"immediate family" provided such illness requires the care of the employee. The
term "immediate family" shall mean parents, spouse, child, brother or sister of the
employee. ',,1\
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J. Sick leave may not be used in increments of less than one-half hour.
~1~jiK. Effective January 1, 2000, employees who do not utilize any sick leave in a calendar
half year (January 1st to June 30t\ July 1stto December.31st),shall be paid One
Hundred Dollars ($100.00). Such payment shall be paid by separate check, in the
second payroll period in the succeeding half year.
t
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L. Sick Leave Bank.
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M. An employee must exhaust all accrued sick leave prior to the employee receiving
disability benefits. .
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SECTION 3. Disability Leave (Workers' Compensation)
~
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When an employee receives compensation under the Workers' Compensation Law, (s)he
shall elect, in writing, whether (s)he wishes to receive sick leave pay during the period of
disability, in lieu of Workers' Compensation benefits. Should the employee so elect, such
sick pay shall be charged against his/her accumulated sick leave.
"j
.'::i SECTION 4. Death in Family
"',\
A full-time employee who is absent from duty for reasons of death in the "immediate family"
shall receive pay for up to a total of five (5) days each year, such days dating from the death
ofa relative. Ifsuch days exceed the five (5) days in anyone year, those excess days shall be
charged to sick leave provided the employee has such accumulated sick leave days.~
J
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The term "immediate family" shall mean parents, parents-in-law, spouse, child, brother,
sister, grandparents and grandchildren, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, step children and step
parents.
,
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SECTION 5. Leaves of Absence Without Pay
':':i
~,
Application for leave without pay, for any of the reasons cited herein, shall be filed by the
employee with the department head. The application shall state the reason for the requested
leave and the duration. If approved by the department head, the application shall be
forwarded to the Personnel Committee. The Personnel Committee shall either approve or
deny the requested leave.ii
"1
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A. Maternity Leave
. I
1. The request for maternity leave will be initiated by the employee to the
department head, as has been past practice, indicating the last day of work. The
department head will acknowledge receipt of the request.
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2. The employee will, in the 6th to 8th week following the birth of the child,
contact the department head and upon submission of notice and proof of claim
under the Fulton County Disability Plan, indicate one of the following:
~':j
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a. Ability to return to work as maternity disability has been concluded.
t:'."l:.:j
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b. Need for an extension of leave for maternity or other medical reasons
supported by physician's statement and anticipated duration.
:".\j
.:...J c. Request for extension of leave for other reasons which may temporarily
:.~
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preclude the employee's ability to return to the job site. This request must
also identify an anticipated time frame.
The lengths of leave for medical reasons will be of duration that is
deemed necessary by appropriate medical authorities rather than
governed by an amount of sick time accruals.
r: -:
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B. Leave Because of Extended Illness
r?(
. :':':"'!1. When an employee has exhausted all of his/her sick leave credits and is still
unable to work, or if the attending physician has recommended a period of rest
and convalescence, the employee may request a leave of absence, up to one year,
from the department head.
'1
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2. An employee substituting for another employee during a vacation period or
leave of absence will be paid the same rate of compensation he/she received
. prior to his substitution, unless the leave of absence is approved and granted for
a period of one year.
tI~!i
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3. In the event of absences due to illness or disability, bargaining unit employees
will, for a period of twelve (12) months, have the right to return to the same (or
equivalent) job as held prior to such absence.
[ .
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C. Leave for Education Purposes
Employees may be granted a leave of absence without pay with prior approval of the
department head for a period of up to one year for the purpose of acquiring additional
education and training that will increase the usefulness and efficiency of the employee in
his/her position.
~
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D. Leave to Serve in Another Position in the County Service ,"I"""
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Leave of absence without pay for up to one (1) y~ar may be granted to an employee to enable
the employee to serve temporarily or provisionally in another position. In an exceptional
case, an extension for up to one (1) year may be granted. t:::!
E. Leave for Other Reasons k
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Leave of absence without pay for reasons other than those cited herein may be granted in
unusual circumstances.
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F. Military Leave of Absence ;'..~.\i......t:.,;
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Any regular full-time employee who is required to render ordered military duty shall be
granted military leave of absence pursuant to the Military Law. Any such employee shall,
upon returning to County employment within ninety (90) days following the date of this
military discharge, be reinstated at the same salary (s)he would hav~ received including
annual increments, had (s)he been able to remain on the job.
SECTION 6. Personal Leave
A. All full-time employees in the Sheriffs Department shall receive twenty-four (24)
hours of personal leave per year.
B. In order to receive such leave, the employee must notify the department head or his/her
designee at least one (1) day prior to taking such leave.
C. Personal leave remaining unused at the end of a calendar year shall be forfeited.
D. In the event that an employee accrues 165 days sick leave, said employee may then
apply unused personal days to sick leave accruals to 200 days.
E. Charges against employee's benefit accruals, e.g., sick leave, personal leave, vacation,
etc. shall be on an hour vs. hour basis.
SECTION 7. Leave for Jury and Court Attendance
Leave of absence with pay for jury service or attending court for other than personal reasons
shall be granted. Compensation for jury duty, less travel allowance, is to be returned to the
County .
SECTION 8. Tardiness
..
The Employer may establish and publish rules establishing penalties for tardiness. An
employee who is unable to report to work at his/her normal starting time is required to notify
the department head or his/her designee. In the event of severe storms or floods or similar
uncontrollable conditions affecting a group of employees, tardiness will be excused and not
charged against accumulated vacation provided, however, the employee must report within
two hours of his/her scheduled starting time.
SECTION 9. Time Clocks
The following rules and regulations shall apply to all employees and failure to comply with
such rules may result in disciplinary action up to and including discharge.
A. Rules
13
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1. Employees who 'are required to punch a time clock shall not clock-in in excess
of 5 minutes prior to their scheduled reporting time.
2. 'Employees shall not clock-out earlier than 2 minutes prior to their scheduled
lunch periods and shall not clock-in, earlier than five minutes prior to the end of
their scheduled lunch period.
1:',~"
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3. Employees shall not clock-out earlier than 2 minutes prior to the end of the
workday.
fFt
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4. No employee shall, at any time, for any reason, punch any time card other than
their own. A violation of this rule shall subject the employee to severe
disciplinary action.
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5. Any alterations of any employee's time card can only be, and must be, made by
the department head. ~'
t:;:~~
6. Being tardy will not be tolerated and excessive, chronic, or habitual tardiness
will be the cause for corrective or disciplinary action. "")1"
Jl~':
7. Employees who are required to sign time sheets may not be signed in prior to the
start of the employee's scheduled reporting time and they may not sign in prior
to the end of the employee's scheduled lunch period, unless the employee is
actually working.
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SECTION 10. Family and Medical Leave Act
0\
'
;.'
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~~"~','l~;, The parties agree that the County may administer the provisions of the Family and Medical
Leave Act in accordance with Law. .
SECTION 11. General Municipal Law Section 207-c Procedure
.~...j
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See Appendix "B". ,"".;~v,,;
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ARTICLE VII
Part- Time Workers
r:,:{,
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A part-time employee is one who works, on a regular schedule, twenty (20) hours or more, but less
than a full workweek; is identified as a line item in the budget; is entitled to health insurance on the
same basis as full-time employees and is entitled to all other fringe benefits, except longevity, on a
pro-rata basis.
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ARTICLE VIII
Pensions and Healtlt Insurance
SECTION 1. Retirement Benefits
A. The County agrees to adopt the provisions of Retirement and Social Security Law
Sections 89-p, 603(1), and 89-b.
B. All employees who became members of the Ne~ York State and Local Employees
Retirement System on or before June 30, 1976, shall be governed by the provisions of
the Improved Career Retirement Plan as set forth in Section 75-i of the Retirement and
Social Security Law.*
C. All employees who became members of the New York State and Local Employees
Retirement System on or before August 31, 1983, shall be governed by the provisions
of the Coordinated-Escalation, Retirement Plan contained in Article 14 of the
Retirement and Social Security Law. *
D. All employees who became members of the New York State and Local Employees
Retirement System on or after September 1, 1983, shall be governed by the provisions
of the Coordinated Retirement Plan contained in Article 15 of the Retirement and
Social Security Law. *
*The County has no authority to change or modify the benefits or obligations of the Retirement and
Social Security Law and as such, will comply with the provisions of law in regard to these benefits
as adopted by the Legislature and interpreted by the Courts.
SECTION 2. Health Insurance
All permanent employees shall be eligible for membership in Fulton County Health
Insurance Plan or such other Health Plan as may be selected by the County pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement.
A. Effective January 1, 1998 through December 31, 1999, the Fulton County Health Plan
included Blue Shield of Northeastern New York (par Plus) with the "Prescription
Rider" going' to $3.00 and the major medical coverage deductible going to
$100/employee, $200/family, effective 1 July 1985. The County may change to Care
Plus if the other bargaining unit~ of the County agree. Except as provided in paragraph
B hereof, the Employer shall pay the total cost of the Fulton County Health Insurance
Plan selected by the Employer for an individual employee and the 75% of the cost for
. dependent coverage as selected by the employee. Effective January 1, 1998,
employees may enroll in the Health Now Flex Insurance Plan, which plan shall
provide for the lowest employee co-pay for prescription drugs.
15
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Effective January I, 2000, the County shall offer the New York State Empire Plan,
Core Plus Medical and Psychiatric Enhancements in place of Blue Shield of
Northeastern New York (Par Plus).
The County will not be required to negotiate the impact caused by unilateral changes
to benefits, co-payment provisions, or deductibles imposed by health insurance
provider. The County will provide proof to the Union that such benefits, co-payment
provisions, deductibles (riders/option) are no longer available by the carrier.
Upon separation from service, employees shall receive health insurance through the
end of the month in which they leave service, except that all employees with more than
ten (I 0) years of service with the County, who voluntarily leave County employment,
shall continue to receive health insurance for one (I) month subsequent to the month in
which they leave service under the same terms as they receive health insurance as an
employee (i.e., employee premium contributions).
B. Employees employed subsequent to October 1, 1985, (I) may, at their option and
expense, be covered under the Fulton County Health Insurance plan after thirty (30)
days from date of hire; (2) shall, at their option, be provided individual coverage
toward the premium cost of which the Employer shall contribute fifty percent (50%)
thereof, increasing to one-hundred percent (100%) after one (1) year from date of hire;
and (3) shall, at their option, be provided dependent coverage toward the premium cost
of which Employer shall contribute fifty percent (50%) thereof. Excluded herefrom are
the provisions of Section 3 and 4 hereof.
C. In the event of a change of the health insurance carrier, such change shall be made by
the employer only after not less than sixty (60) days written notice to and consultation
with F.C.D.S.P.B.A. The terms "carrier" or "private carrier" shall include the County
of Fulton under any self-insurance plan. The benefits provided by the new carrier shall
be substantially equal to or better than the benefits provided by the coverage in effect
at the time of such change. Any private carrier must be approved and licensed by the
Insurance Department of the State of New York.
D. From and after the date of the execution of this Agreement for all retired employees,
the County will assume the payment of said retiree's health insurance premiums which
become due following the date of the execution of this Agreement, in accordance with
the coverage (individual or family) which the employee had at the time of retirement.
E. Each employee eligible for the Fulton County Health Insurance Plan may elect to
refuse participation in the Plan and provide for their own health insurance. The
Employer will place $30.00 in a trust account for each month that the employee is
eligible but does not elect coverage under the County Health Insurance Plan. The
16
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employee will receive the funds so accumulated by December 15th of each year or
upon termination. In the event that employees opt to return to the Fulton County
Health Insurance Plan they may do so in accordance with the rules set forth by the
camer.
F. In the event of employee "layoff', the employer shall continue coverage of employee's
health insurance for a period not to exceed 60 days from layoff date.
SECTION 3. Disability Insurance
All employees will be covered by "Disability Insurance" as outlined by the New York State
Disability Plan -cost to be borne by the Employer. In the event that the Employer insures
with a private carrier or elects to self insure, benefits will be equal to those of the New York
State Disability Plan.
SECTION 4. Dental Insurance
The County shall provide for employees and their dependents the GHI Preferred Dental Plan
with 100% of the cost paid by the employer.
-ARTICLE IX
Tenure
SECTION 1. Job Security
A. Each employee shall be required to serve a probationary period as provided by Civil
Service Law, rule or regulation.
B. An employee who has satisfactorily completed his probationary period, shall not be
disciplined or discharged without benefit of a fair hearing with the Sheriff. Imposition
of discipline and/or discharge shall be subject to the grievance procedure by filing a
grievance at Step 2 in accordance with Article 18, Section 4.
SECTION 2.
Layoffs shall be governed by the provisions of the Civil Service Law.
SECTION 3.
The Employer agrees to send a copy of all notices of discipline to the F.C.D.S.P.B.A.
President, within one (1) business day after the employee is notified.
17
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ARTICLE X
Promotions
SECTION 1.
When an employee is promoted to a higher job classification, the employee will receive the
rate of pay commensurate with the rate the employee was receiving in hislher former job
classification (employees promoted from the "start rate" shall receive the "start rate" of the
new position, employees promoted from the "one year rate" shall receive the "one year rate"
of the new position). An employee who is promoted and receives the "start rate" of the new
position will begin receiving the "one year rate" upon reaching hislher first anniversary date
of County employment.
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SECTION 2.
WJ
U1
When permanent employees within the bargaining unit are in a probationary status, all rights
of seniority and retrenchment to the last permanent position will be honored by the Sheriff
should the employee wish to exercise this provision, at any time prior to the completion of
the probationary period.
[~
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SECTION 3. i,;~.~'.
. .
When an employee moves from one permanent position in the bargaining unit to another
permanent position in the bargaining unit, (s)he shall serve a probationary period as set forth
in local Civil Service rules. in~ :
SECTION 4. \~;~
f
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When a permanent vacancy exists within the bargaining unit, the Sheriff may determine the
best qualified person to fill the position. All permanent County employees within the
bargaining unit may be considered for vacant permanent positions whenever they meet the
established minimum qualifications for the posted vacancy. In such cases, when all of the
factors or qualifications for the position are equal as determined by the Sheriff, seniority
within the bargaining unit shall be the determining factor.
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SECTION 5.
t;J
When an opening exists for a promotion to a higher job classification within the bargaining
unit, the Sheriff shall announce and post the position for a minimum of five days. During the
timeframe, any employee in the bargaining unit wishing to be considered for the promotion
shall in writing indicate such desire to the Sheriff. When all other factors or qualifications
for the position are equal as determined by the Sheriff, seniority within the bargaining unit
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shall be the determining factor.
Within five days after filling the position, the Sheriff shall post the name of the employee
appointed.
ARTICLE Xl
Transfers
There shall be no change in the salary of an employee who is transferred unless his salary is
below the approved minimum of the new position. If an employee is transferred to a position in a
class having a higher salary range than the class from which (s)he transferred, such change shall be
deemed a promotion and provisions governing promotions shall apply. Ifan employee is transferred
to a position in a class having a maximum lower than the minimum of the class from which the
employee was transferred, such changed shall be deemed a demotion and all'provisions governing
such shall apply. The Employer shall allow a transfer of similar titles from one department to
another with the consent of the department head where the vacancy exists. Employees of this unit
shall not suffer any reduction of benefits, including seniority, when transferring to another county
department.
ARTICLE XII
Reallocation
When an employee's position is reallocated to a lower class position, the employee shall be
permitted to continue at his present rate of pay during the period of incumbency (except in the event
of general service-wide reductions) but shall not be entitled to a salary increase.
ARTICLE XlII.
Reinstatement
There shall be no loss of continuous service or benefit for employees who are reinstated to
employment in the Sheriffs Department within one year of separation. The employee's seniority
date, however, shall be adjusted to reflect the period of separation.
ARTICLE XIV
Appropriations for Positions
After a proposed position is classified or an existing position is reclassified as provided in the
rule governing the administration of the classification plan, the Board of Supervisors, or other
budgetary authority subject to the provisions of this rule, must appropriate funds for the salary for
such position before it may be officially established.
19
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ARTICLE XV
Reciprocal Riff/Its
The Employer recognizes the right of the employees to designate representatives of the
F.C.D.S.P.B.A. to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries, working conditions, grievances and
disputes as to the tenns and conditions of this Agreement and to visit employees during working
hours. Such employee representatives shall also be pennitted to appear at public hearings before the
local legislativebody upon request of the employees.
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SECTION 1.
The F.C.D.S.P.B.A. shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin
boards maintained on the premises and facilities of the Employer, subject to the approval of
the contents of such notices and communications by the Board of Supervisors or their
designee.
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SECTION 2. ~t";\
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The officers and agents of F.C.D.S.P.B.A. shall have the right to visit the Employer's
facilities, subject to the approval of the Employer, for the purpose of adjusting grievances
and administering the tenns and conditions of this Agreement.
I;'~;~:
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Such representative shall be pennitted to a reasonable amount of time free from his or her
regular duties to fulfill these obligations, which has as its purpose the maintenance of
harmonious and cooperative relations between the Employer and the uninterrupted operation
of government.
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SECTION 3. i.;~". ...,'.h'l'\.:'jiJii!J
The Employer shall allow a total of fifteen (15) days, with no loss of pay and without charge
to accumulated credits for all delegates to attend F.C.D.S.P.B.A. conventions, meetings,
functions, not to exceed three (3) employees at any given time. Leave granted pursuant to
this Section shall be subject to the approval of the Employer.
;..,...~t
~SECTION 4.
The F.C.D.S.P.B.A. agrees to do its utmost to see that its members perfonn their respective
duties loyally, efficiently and continuously under the tenns of the Agreement. The
F.C.D.S.P .B.A. and its members will use their best endeavors to protect the interest of Fulton
County, to conserve their property, protect the public and to give service of the highest
quality.
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SECTION 5.
A. A joint unit labor-management committee shall be established and continue for the
length of this Agreement. This committee shall consist of the Unit President plus two
(2) other members.
B. This group shall meet with the Chairman of the Personnel Committee and/or his/her
designee and the department heads of the respective units.
C. Meetings may be held as mutually agreed. F.C.D.S.P.B.A. and the County will
exchange agendas and names of representatives who will attend at least two weeks in
advance of the scheduled date of the meeting.
D. The purpose of these meetings will be for purposes of discussion and resolving
county-wide problems or problems of mutual interest excluding grievances already in
progress.
E. Ajoint unit labor-management Health and Safety Committee shall be established and
continue for the term of this Agreement. This committee shall be composed of the
F.C.D.S.P.B.A. President or designee, the Sheriff or designee, the Chairman of the
Board, the Chairman of the Personnel Committee, the Personnel Director and the Clerk
of the Board. The purpose of this committee shall be to make recommendations to the
Board relative to matters of employee health and safety.
SECTION 6.
A. Employees have the right, upon written prior notice to the Fulton County Personnel
Department, to inspect their personnel folder. The folder may not be taken out of the
office.
B. Employees have the right to be notified and to see any written reprimand or negative
recommendations before,they are inserted in their folder.
C. Employees have the right to insert in the folder a written explanation or rebuttal to any
reprimand.
SECTION 7.
The Employer will provide for payroll deductions to accommodate employee membership in
the Fulton County Teacher's Credit Union.
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SECTION 8.
The Unit President shall submit to the Sheriff on January 15 of each year, and as changes
occur a written list of the Union officers and shop stewards. Failure to provide the list may
result in the denial of union leave to any employee whose name does not appear on the list.
r~?;~"
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f::':,'-1SECTION 9.
Each employee will notify the Employer of any changes in the employee's address or phone
number.
v>
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ARTICLE XVI
Savings Clause
C/i
'.. All previous rules and practices in existence on December 31, 1987, and which are not
governed by the provisions of this Agreement, shall remain in full force and effect. It is expressly
understood that this provision does not apply to rules and practices which come into existence
subsequent to January 1, 1988.
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ARTICLE XVII
. . Separability
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If the enactment of legislation or a determination of a court of final jurisdiction renders any
portion of this Agreement invalid or unenforceable, it shall not affect the validity of this Agreement
which shall remain in full force according to the terms and in the same manner and with the same
effect as if such invalid portion had not been originally included therein.
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ARTICLE XVIII
Dispute and Grievance Procedure
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SECTION 1. Purpose I":;
i :
It is the intent of the Employer and F.C.D.S.P.B.A. that all grievances be resolved informally
or at the earliest possible stage of this grievance procedure. However, both parties recognize
that the procedure must be available without any fear of discrimination because of its use.
Informal settlements at any stage shall bind the immediate parties to the settlement but shall
not be precedents in a later grievance proceeding.
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SECTION 2. Definitions
A. A contract grievance is a dispute concerning the interpretation, application, or claimed
violation of a specific term or provision of this Agreement.
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B. An "employee" shall mean any person in the unit covered by this Agreement.
C. The "Association" shall mean the F.C.D.S.P.B.A.
D. An "aggrieved party" shall mean the employee or group of employees who submit a
grievance or on whose behalf it is submitted, the F.C.D.S.P.B.A. and (when it submits
a grievance) the Employer.
E. A "class grievance" is one that grieves a group or groups, class or classes of
employees.
SECTION 3. Submission of Grievance
A. Each grievance shall be submitted in writing and.shall identify the aggrieved party, the
provision of this Agreement involved in the grievance, the time when and the place
where the alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance existed, and, if
known, the identity of the person responsible for causing such events or conditions and
a general statement of the grievance and redress sought by the aggrieved party.
B. The F.C.D.S.P.B.A. may submit any .class grievance directly to the Personnel
Committeeof the Board, or theit designee (Step Two).
C. The Employer shall present grievances to the President of the F.C.D.S.P.B.A.
SECTION 4. Grievance Procedure
Prior to initiating a formal written grievance, an employee or the association is encouraged to
resolve disputes inform~lly with the appropriate immediate supervisor.
A. Step One: The employee shall present the grievance to the Sheriff or his/her designee
no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the date on which the act or omission
giving rise to the grievance occurred. The department head or his designated
representative shall meet with the aggrieved party and issue a written decision not later
than ten (10) working days following the receipt of the grievance.
B. Step Two: If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response, or ifno response is
received within the required period, the aggrieved may file the grievance to the
Personnel Committee of the Board within ten (10) working days. The Personnel
Committee of~e Board, or its designee, shall meet with the aggrieved party and issue
a written decision not later than twenty (20) working days following receipt of the Step
Two appeal. Class grievances submitted by the Association shall commence at Step
Two.
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c. Step Three: In the event that the Union is not satisfied with the Step Two
determination, the Union may, within twenty (20) days after receiving the response, or
if no response is rendered, refer the grievance to binding arbitration through the Public
Employment Relations Board. The parties shall adhere to the rules ofPERB regarding
the selection of arbitrators.
The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his findings, reasonings
and conclusions on the issues submitted. The arbitrator will be without power or
authority to make any decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by
law or which is in violation of the terms of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall have
no power to alter, add to or detract from the provisions of the Agreement.
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The arbitration award must be rendered within thirty (30) days after the close of the
hearing, unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the parties. Any award requiring the
payment of back payor other monies may only award such payment up to thirty (30)
working days prior to the filing of the grievance.
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The cost for the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by the Employer and
the F.C.D.S.P.B.A.
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ARTICLE XIX
Seniority
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SECTION 1.
Except as provided in the contract, an employee's seniority date shall commence on the first
day of full-time employment in the bargaining unit. Title seniority shall mean length of full-
time service in job title.
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SECTION 2.
For the purpose of receiving economic benefits only, such as salary, longevity, sick leave,
vacation, etc., employees with service in departments other than the Sheriff shall have their
seniority date commence on the first day of employment with the County.
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SECTION 3.
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Where two or more employees in promotional titles have the same date of promotion,
seniority shall be determined from the first day of full-time employment with the bargaining
unit
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ARTICLE XX
Job Abandonment
An employee absent from work without authorization for ten (10) consecutive work days
shall be deemed to have resigned from his position ifhe has not provided satisfactory explanation for
such absence on or before the II th day following the commencement of such unauthorized absence.
ARTICLE XXI
Mandatory Staff Meeting
The Sheriff will hold one (1) mandatory staff meeting per year. Employees will only be
excused from attending this meeting if they are on sick leave, vacation or personal leave. Employees
shall be compensated two (2) hours of compensatory time at straight.time for attendance at said
meeting. This meeting shall last no longer than two (2) hours and all personnel shall be given 15
claysnotice of the scheduled date.
ARTICLE XXII
EducauonalSupend
Each member of the bargaining unit who has completed a degree program in an employment
related field, shall receive the following:
Associates Degree $200.00
Bachelors Degree $400.00
In no event shall an employee receive more than $400.00 in one calendar year. The stipend
shall be paid annually in the first payroll period in December. Prior to enrolling in the degree
program, the employee must receive approval of the Sheriff.
ARTICLE XXIII
Recoupment of Overpavment of Monies
Wherein an employee owes monies to the County, either due to the overpayment of monies,
the failure of the County to make necessary payroll deductions, the employee shall be notified, with
a copy to the Union within ten (10) calendar days, of the amount owed and the reason. The
employee may object by appealing to the Personnel Director, in writing, within ten (10) calendar
days of receipt of the notice of monies due. Upon request of the employee, the Personnel Director
shall hold a hearing in order to verify that the employee owes the monies and to verify the amount
owed. Upon employee request, the employee shall be entitled to union representation. Any monies
determined to be owed shall be paid back by payroll deduction subject to any limitations of law. If
the employee is not on the payroll, the employee shall return the monies owed in installments
25
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determined by the Personnel Director. If such employee fails to make the necessary payments, the
County may proceed for enf~rcement in Court. Any employee who disagrees with the determination
of the Personnel Director may commence an Article 78 proceeding. Any deductions shall be made at
the conclusionof the Article 78 proceeding, if commenced. . .:' ,
ARTICLE XXIV
ResiJznat;on
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An employee who resigns from employment shall give the Employer at least one week
advance notice. Failure to give the minimum notice shall result in the loss of payment for accrued
benefits. .
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ARTICLE XXV
Mandatory Legislative Language r""" j
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Pursuant to Section 204-a of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Law:
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISIONS
OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE.
UNTIL THE APPROPRIA TE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
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ARTICLE XXVI
Management Clause
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SECTION 1.
The management and conduct of the business of the Fulton County Sheriffs Department and
the direction of its working.force are the right of the Sheriff. The Sheriff, subject to the terms
contained herein, maintains exclusive right to hire, layoff, suspend, discipline or discharge
for just cause, to assign jobs, to increase and decrease the work force, to establish standards
and promulgate departmental rules, and regulations and procedures, to determine work to be
accomplished, the number of personnel assigned, the scheduling of operations and the right
to assign overtime.
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SECTION 2. i::Li
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The Employer shall negotiate collectively and in good faith with the F.C.D.S.P .B.A. as sole
collective bargaining agent for qualified department employees in the determination of
salaries and the terms and conditions of employment and to enter into a written agreement
with the F.C.D.S.P .B.A.
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ARTICLE XXVII
LeJ!al Aid
The Employer will continue to maintain "legal aid" including liability insurance to all
employees when charges against said employees are incurred in the performance of their duties. As
referenced in Local Law No. "2" of 1981, the County will provide the legal defense and
indemnification for liability for any act or omission of Fulton County employees while acting within
the scope of their duties.
POLICE ACTION" - THE EMPLOYER RECOGNIZES THAT ALL POLICE
OFFICERS ARE SUBJECT TO 24 HOURS PER DAY. ANY POLICE ACTION
TAKEN BY ANY MEMBER OF THE SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT DURING HIS
OFF DUTY HOURS, WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN REASONABL Y TAKEN
'BY AN OFFICER ON ACTIVE DUTY SHALL BE DEEMED A POLICE ACTION, ,
AND SUCH MEMBER SHALL BE ACCORDED ALL THE RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS CONCERNING ANY SUCH ACTION AS IF HE WERE ON ACTIVE
DUTY.
ARTICLE XXVIII
Misci!llaneous Provisions
1. The Employer agrees that the following extra normal duties shall be granted to
full-time department members prior to such duties being granted to part-time
department members: Firearm Instruction, NYSPIN Security Officer, Police
Instructors, Breath Test Operators, and Accident Investigators.
2. All training notices received by the Sheriffs Department shall be posted.
3. The title Senior Investigator shall be Sergeant in uniform rank.
4. The Sheriff agrees to provide a complete copy of the Sheriffs Department Policies,
Rules and Regulations to all members of the Department, and new members within
seven (7) days of hire. All updates and new policies, rules and regulations are to be
distributed to each member on an annual basis thereafter.
ARTICLE XXIX
Replacement of Personal Property
The County agrees to reimburse employees for the replacement of any personal property that
is damaged or destroyed in the employee's line of duty. The employee shall be reimbursed a
maximum of $250.00 per incident.
27
ARTICLE XXX
Duration
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This Agreement shall become effective January 1, 1998, and shall tenninate at the close of
business December 31, 2002. All provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect until signing
of the new agreement.
BY:
',-
BY:
BY:
DATED:
CLAUDE FAV E
CHAIRMAN, ulton County Board of Supervisors
1;k~1 (J Po DATED:
THOMAS 1. LOREY, Fulton County Sheriff
KJV
SIDENT, Fulton Co y eputy Sherif~s
olice Benevolent Association
DATED:
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1/4/00
GRADE TITLE
D-1 Deputy Sheriff
Deputy Sheriff/Carr Off1
D-2 Corporal Deputy Sheriff
Corporal Dep Shf/Corr Off1
Investigator
D-3 Sergeant Deputy Sheriff
Sergeant Dep Shf/Corr Off1
D-4 Lieutenant Deputy Sheriff
Lt. Deputy Shf/Corr Off1
~&,~ . .. .~~ t~~~~ i;.;;.:,~~a 1.._ .
". :' ::~~/2::..'_j
7/1/98
Start Yr Rate
$11.31 / $13.30
$11.89 / $13.99
$12.41 / $14.60
$13.07 / $15.37
~~i;~
APPENDIX A
PBA SALARY SCHEDULE
1/1/99
Start Yr Rate
$11.84 / $13.93
$12.44 1 $14.63
$12.96 / $15.25
$13.63 / $16.04
REMARKS:
1) Incumbents in these titles were covered-In under Resolution A - 3/31/93.
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1/1/00
Start Yr Rate
$12.39 / $14.57
$12.99 1 $15.28
$13.53 / $15.92
$14.21 / $16.72
~:i:<~ ~:' .: ~ t::: ~.~-:::!,.2 ;:;;i.. d,-;~
1/1/01
Start Yr Rate
$12.94 I $15.22
$13.56 I $15.95
$14.11 / $16.60
$14.80 / $17.41-
-.
... -,; .
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1/1/02
Start Yr Rate
$13.60 I $16.00
$14.24 1 $16.75
$14.80 1 $17.41
$15.50 / $18.24
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APPENDIX B
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GENERAL MUNICIPAL LAW SECTION 207-c POLICY
I
I .:
Payment of Salary, Wages, Medical and Hospital Expenses:
Injuries or Illness in the Performance of Duty
(..;:.)
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Section 1. Definitions
~~{l
The term "police officer," as used herein, shall include any Deputy Sheriff employed by the
County of Fulton and the Fulton County Sheriff.
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The term "Sheriff' as used herein, shall also include the term "or the Sheriff's designee". w~;:.j
Section 2. Notice of Disability or Need for Medical or Hospital Treatment
[;!
A police officer who alleges to be injured in the performance of duties or who alleges to be
taken sick as a result of the performance of duties and who seeks any benefit afforded by Section
207-c, shall give written notice to the Sheriff Within forty-eight (48) hours of (1) an incident causing
such an injury or sickness which prevents the performance of duties or, (2) an incident causing such
injury or sickness which gives rise to a need for medical or hospital care or (3) a claim of recurrence
of either (1) or (2), above, or (4) shall provide notice as soon as possible after the officer believes
. that the sickness is the result of the performance of duty.
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In the event of a personal inability to give notice, such nouce may be made by another acting
on behalf of such police officer. The notice shall also describe the nature of the injury or sickness
and the name of the treating physician.
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In the event of a recurrence, as detailed above, the police officer must detail which injury or
sickness gave rise to the recurrence and provide the date of the initial injury or illness, to the best of
the police officer's knowledge. In addition, the police officer must provide verifying medical report,
if any available, detailing the recurrence. In the event further medical verification is deemed
necessary, the police officer will submit to medical examination as directed by the Sheriff and as
detailed in this procedure, at the County's expense.
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To aid in the administration of the provision of this subdivision, an application form shall be
completed either by a police officer seeking benefits or, in the event of an inability to do so, by
another acting on the officer's behalf. Such form shall be filed with the Sheriff. Such form shall be
completed and filed by a police officer or the officer's representative, consistent with the above
provisions. If filed by someone other than the police officer, the police officer shall countersign the
form when able to do so. The information on the form shall be sworn to by the police officer or
person filing the form and contain a statement that its content is true and subject to the penalties of
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perjury.
The failure to satisfy any time limits specified above, shall render a notice or filing untimely
and shall preclude an award of any benefits pursuant to Section 207-c of the General Municipal Law;
provided, however, that the Sheriff shall have the discretionary apthority to excuse a failure to
provide notice or file a report upon good cause shown.
Section 3. Status Pending Determination of Eligibility for Benefits
In the event a police officer asserts an inability to perform duties, he or she shall be placed on
sick leave until such time as it is determined that he or she is eligible for the benefits of Section 207-
c. Nothing in these provisions shall preclude the employee from receiving benefits under the
Workers' Compensation Law.
If it is determined that the police officer is entitled to benefits under Section 207-c, any
contractual ~ick leave benefits which have be~n used will be re~ed to the police officer and the
police officer made whole tor any days or portions thereof for which the police officer was not paid
while on sick leave.
In the event the police officer is found ineligible for 207 -c benefits, the police officer shall
reimburse the County, in time or money, fo~ ~y sick leave credit advanced.
Section 4. Benefit Determinations
An application for the benefits of Section 207-c of the General Municipal Law shall be
processed in the following manner:
The Sheriff shall promptly review the police officer's application form and any other
pertinent documents or evidence available. Should the Sheriff determine that the
police officer was injured in the performance of duty or that the police officer was
taken sick as a res~lt of the performance of duty so as to necessitate medical or other
lawful-treatment, the Sheriff shall direct payment of the full amount of the regular
salary or wages until the disability arising therefrom has ceased and shall ensure that
the County of Fulton will be responsible for the cost of medical or other lawful
treatment and for any hospital care associated with such injury or illness.
A written notice of such determination by the Sheriff shall be provided to the police officer,
placed in the officer's personnel file and provided to the County's claim investigator within fifteen
(15) calendar days of the submission of the 207-c application form from the police officer.
Any review of eligibility for the continuation of benefits may only occur after an assessment
of the medical condition of a police officer or other information raises a question as to whether a
disability may have ceased or whether the extent of a disability may have diminished so as to permit
a light duty assignment, as the case may be.
2
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In the event a question arises as to either initial eligibility for benefits or the continuation of
benefits once awarded, the following procedure shall apply:
'.-
The Sheriff shall promptly inquire into the fact(s) surrounding the matter at issue. A
police officer may be required to submit to one or more med.jcalexaminations at the
County's expense as may reasonably be necessary to detennine the existence of a
disability or illness and its extent. To resolve a question of initial or continued
eligibility for benefits, the Sheriff shall make a decision on the basis of medical
evaluations and other information as may be available or as may be provided by the
police officer. A police officer or the police officer's representative may produce any
document, sworn statement, or other record relating to the alleged injury or illness or
the incident alleged to J1avecaused such. The Sheriff shall have the authority to
employ medical specialists and other appropriate individuals; may at reasonable
times and at reasonable notice, require the attendance of the police officer or any
witness to an incident to secure information; may require the police officer to sign a
release or waiver for infonnation of the officer's medical history; and may undertake
any other reasonable act necessary for making a detennination pursuant to this
procedure.
The Sheriff shall make a written determination, which shall be submitted to the police officer,
as to initial or continued eligibility for benefits based upon information obtained within fifteen (15)
calendar days of the submission of the notIce of disability regarding initial eligibility, and as
promptly as possible regarding continued eligibility pursuant to this process. The basis for the
detennination shall be specified. Upon the request of a police officer or the police officer's
representative, a copy of any document used by the Sheriff to determine initial or continued
eligibility for any benefits afforded by Section 207-c shall be made available. In the event a police
officer is adversely affected by a determination, he or she may request a hearing in accordance with
the procedure set forth in Section 6 of this procedure.
Any injured or sick/ill police officer who shall unreasonably refuse to accept medical
treatment or hospital care or who shall unreasonably refuse to pennit medical examinations as
authorized by statute and this Articie, including examinations in connection with Section 7, below,
shall be deemed to have waived all rights under this Article with respect to expenses for medical
treatment or hospital care rendered and for salary or wages payable after such refusal.
Section 5. Assignment to Light DutY
Ifin the opinion of the County's health authorities or physicians, the police officer is unable
to perform regul.arduties as a result of such injury or sickness but is able, in their opinion, to perfonn
specified light duty, the police officer may be assigned specified light duties if such light duty
assignments are available within the Department. Such assignments shall be consistent with the
police officer's status as a police officer and shall enable the police officer to continue to be entitled
to regular salary or wages, including increases thereof and fiinge benefits to which the police officer
would have been entitled if able to perform regular duties.
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The Sheriff, prior to making a light duty assignment, shall advise the police officer that the
police officer's ability to perform a light duty assignment is being reviewed. The police officer may
submit to the Sheriff any document or other evidence in regard to the extent of the disability.
Necessary medical examination or examinations of the police officer may be scheduled and, if
conducted, will be at the expense of the County. The physician selepted shall be provided with the
list of types of duties and activities associated with a proposed light duty assignment and shall make
an evaluation as to the ability of the disabled police officer to perform certain duties or activities,
given the nature and extent of the disability.
Upon review of the medical assessment of the police officer's ability to perform a proposed
light duty assignment and other pertinent information, the Sheriff may make a light duty assignment
consistent with the medical opinion and such other information as the Sheriff possesses.
If the police officer wishes to challenge the light duty assignment, the police officer may do
~opursuant to Section 6 below. In the event of a challenge to the light duty assignment, and pending
a final determination in accordance with Section 6, the police officer will be placed on sick leave.
If it is determined that the police officer was entitled to remain on leave pursuant to General
Municipal Law, Section 207-c, any contractual sick leave benefits which have been used will be
returned to the police officer and the police officer made whole for any days or portions of days for
which the police officer was not paid while on sick leave.
In the event the police officer is found to have been eligible for a light duty assignment, the
police officer shall reimburse the County, in time or money, for any sick leave credit advanced.
Further, if it is determined that the police officer is able to perform specified types of light
duty, payment of the full amount of regular salary or wages shall be discontinued if the police officer
shall refuse to perform such light duty assignment, if the same is available, offered and is consistent
with the police officer's status as a police officer.
Nothing in this Section 5 shall require the Department to develop or design "light duty"
assignments.
Section 6. Appeal of Adverse Final Determinations
In the event that a police officer disagrees with any final detennination regarding a proposed
light duty assignment or the initial or continued eligibility for benefits, the police officer, within ten
(10) calendar days of the receipt of the determination, shall present to the Sheriff a written Demand
for Arbitration specifying any exceptions to the determination. Within thirty (30) calendar days after
receiving such a Demand for Arbitration, the County or its representative and the police officer or
the police officer's representative shall meet and agree upon an arbitrator selected from among the
following individuals: Sheila Cole, Jeffrey Selchick and Michael Lewandowski.
The fees and expenses of the arbitrator are to be shared equally by the parties. The parties
shall bear the cost of their own witnesses and any other expense the parties may incur. The decision
4
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of the arbitrator is final and binding.
\' .\
A detennination made by any officer, agency, board or court regarding the existence of a
disability or its extent or regarding an entitlement to any other statutory benefit because of a police
officer's disability, may be noticed by, but shall not be controlling !1ponthe Arbitrator.
Section 7. Disability Retirement: Discontinuance of Benefits
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Payment of the full amount of regular salary or wages, shall be discontinued with respect to
any police officer who is permanently disabled as a result of an injury or ~ickness incmred or
resulting from the performance of his duties if such police officer is granted an accidental disability
retirement allowance pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Retirement and Social Security
Law.. If the application for such retirement allowance or pension is not made by such police officer,
application therefor may be made by the Sheriff or as otherwise provided by the chief executive
officer or loca1legislative body of the municipality by which such police officer is employed.
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Section 8. Continuation of Contract Benefits
.
,
While on leave pursuant to Section 207-c, a police officer shall not accrue any contractual
economic benefits (such as vacation, sick leave, personal leave, holiday pay, uniform allowance)
except for wages, and longevity increments. However, in the event that the police officer is assigned
to specific light duties (pursuant to Section '5, above), the police officer will be entitled to all
contractually negotiated benefits with respect to holiday, clothing, vacation, and sick leave.
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Section 9: Secondary Employment
A police officer who is receiving Section 207-c benefits shall provide the Sheriff with written
notice of any secondary employment, including the name and address of the employer.
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